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Introduction 
In their study of group actions on A-trees, Alperin vnd Bass [l] regard the I 
fundamental problem of this subject to be “to find the group-theoretic informa- 
tion carried by a A-tree action, analogous to that pre>ented in (Serre’s book) 
Trees for the case A = Z”. 
In [2], the author prov:d I...es a possible answer ‘to the question above by 
extending to arbitrary totally-ordered abclian groups A the Structure Theorem 
and the related constructions from [3, Chapter 1, Section 51. The technique 
developed to achieve this goal has two complementary aspects: a group-theoretic 
one concerning group actions on groupoids and a metric one concerning length 
functions on groupoids. The simultaneous approach of these two aspects intro- 
duces some complications in the logic line of the exposition in [2], so its seems to 
be more natural to treat them apart and eventually relate them. We adopt this 
manner of presentation in this paper, having two parts, which can be regarded as 
an improved and completed version of [2]. 
Part I of the paper has four sections, the first one having a preliminary 
character. In Section 2 some basic facts concerning the nonabelian cohomology of 
groups are extended to the case of group actions on connected groupoids. The 
universal cover of a group action on a connected groupoid is introduced in Sehon 
3, and its existence and unicity is proved. Section 4 is devoted to a combinatorial 
presentation of the universal cover. 
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I. Preliminaries 
By a groupoid we understand a small category X whose morphisms are 
isomorphisms. Denote by X the nonempty set of objects (called also t9errice.s) of 
X, by X the set of morphisms (called also ~WOW) of X, by X(-u. y) the set of 
arrows of X with origin o(f) = x and terminus t(f) = y, and let & = 
Uy,, .X(x, y). Denote by 1, the identical arrow of x E X, by f -’ the inverse of 
the arrow f, and by fg the composite of the arrows f. g with t(f) = o(g). 
The groupaids form a category G with covariant functors as morphisms. 
We say that the groupoid X is cowected if &I-. y) is nonempty for all _Y, y E X. 
Given a groupoid X. a vertex x E X belongs to a unique ma 
subgroupoid of X, called a connected component of X, and X is 
G of its connected components. 
Denote by CG the full subcategory of connected groupoi 5. Groups and 
nonempty sets are identified with full subcategories of CG. To a group A one 
assigns the groupoid with a single vertex, whose arrows are ide 
elements of A. To a nonempty set X one assigns the groupoid B 
vertices, the Cartesian product X x X as set of arrows, 0(x., y) = x 
(-I-, y)(?‘. z ) = (x, 2) for x’, y, 2 E X. 
Given a connected groupoid X, let rr,(X, s) be the group with underlying set 
X(s, s) , for x’ E X. Each arrow 11 E&Y, y) induces an isomorphism 
77,’ : n,(X, _I-)- q(X, y), f - K’f4, so we may speak of the fundamental group 
n,(X) = r,(X. I-) of X, which does not depend, up to an isomorphism, on the 
choice of the vertex x. 
A connected groupoid X is determined, up to an isomorphism, by W,(X) and 
the cardinality of its set of vertices. More precisely, consider the category CG’ 
whose objects are the pairs (X, A) consisting of a nonempty set X and a group A, 
and whose morphisms (X, A)* (X’. A’) are maps F: X U (X x A x X)* X’ U 
A’ inducing maps X--,X’. X x A x X+ A’ such that F(x, a, y) F( y, 6, L) = 
F(x, ab, z) for x’, y, z E X, a, 6 E A. Given two morphisms F: (X, A)* (X’, A’), 
F’ : (X’, A’) - (X”, A”) in CG’, the composite morphism F”: (X, 
given by F”(x) = F’(F(x)), F”(x, a, y) = F’(F(x), F(x, a, y), F(J 
aEA. 
Lemma 1.1. The cnwgories CC, 0~76 CG’ are equivalent. 
Proof. Define a functor gd: CG’ ---, CG as follows. To a pair (X. A) one assigns 
the connected groupoid gd(X. A) with X as set of vertices, X x A X X as set of 
arrows, 0(x, a, y) =x. tjx, a, y) = y and (x, a, y)( y, b, z) = (x, ab, z) for 
x, y. z E X, a. b E A; note that 1, = (x, 1, x) and (x, a, y)-’ = (y, a-‘, x). To a 
morphism F: (X, A)* (X’, A’) in CG’ one assigns the morphism in CG. 
gd(F) :gd(X, A)-+gd(X’, A’), x E X++ F(x). (x, a, y)- (F(x), F(x, a, y), F(y)). 
Obviously. the functor gd is totally faithful. 
On the other hand. given a connected groupoid X, choose a vertex s E X and a 
family of arrows I,.., E_X(y. z) such that I,,,/,,, = i ,.,, for J. z. I{ E X; such a 
family exists by connectedness. and I,, , = 1,. 1 c.5 = l,,r, Let A = n,(X. s) and 
define the isomorphism ~):gd(X. A) *X by q(y) = ~1. v(~. n. z) = I,,,~~l,,_ for 
y. .z E X. a E A. We conclude that gd is an equivalence of categories. q 
Given an object (X, A) in CG’ and some x E X. the group AS’l’l is identified 
with the subgroup { 8 : X + A: 6(x) = l} of AS. The automorphism group Aut(Aj 
of the group A acts from the left on the group A.““’ according to the lule 
“0 = cy * 8. Consider the semi-direct product A.“{” ~1 Aut(A) with the group law 
(0, a)@‘. cy’)=(VYY. (Yocz’ ). On the other hand. A acts on the set AlAt by 
composing with inner automorphisms: (“a)(b) = @a(b)& ‘. while the symmetric 
group Z(X) acts on the set A““.” according to the rule (“(6)(y) = 
0(0-‘( y))0(~-‘(x.))-‘. These two actions on sets induce an action of 2(X) on the 
group A”‘~‘) x Aut(A) given by “(0. (Y) = (“0. “” “‘))cy). Thus the semi-direct 
product ((AS”-’ ’ ) x Aut(A)) X Z(X) has the Cartesian product A.Y i” Y 
Aut(A) x Z(X) as underlying set. and its group law is given by 
(0, a, u)(W, a’, u’) = ((6. a). “(6’. a’). (To CT’) 
= ((j . “(“‘(j’j, (y op -‘(.I)) I a ). cr~cr’) .
Lemma 1.2. The automorphism group of the cormected grorlpoid gd(X. A) associ- 
ated to the pair (X. A) is isomorphic to the group (As”” X Aut(A)j X Z(X). 
Proof. The required isomorphism is obtained by assigning to FE Au&.(X. A) 
the triplet (6. cy. a) given by f?(y) = F(F-‘( y). 1. F-‘(s)). (~(0) = F(F--‘(x). a, 
F-‘(x)). v(y)=F(y) forvEX, aEA. E 
2. The cohomology of group actions on connected groupoids 
By a grolip actiorl on a connected groupoid we understand a group G. a 
connected groupoid X, and a homomorphism G-, Aut(X). s E G H (x E X- xx. 
f E _X(x, y) -sf E _X(sx, sy)). Given such an action (G, X) we define H’( G. X) 
for i = 0. I, 2, by extending the definitions of H’ from the nonabelian cohomology 
of groups [4]. 
Assuming X” = {.u E X: sx = I for ali s E G} is nonempty. kt H”(G. X) = X” 
be the subgroupoid of X with X” as set of vertices and with x” = { f E _X: sf = f 
for all s E G} as set of arrows. OtherwIse, set H”(G. X) to k the empty set. 
Remark 2.i. For X” nonempty. the groupoid X" is not necessarily connected. 
For instance, let X = gd(X, A) where X has two elements and A z Z/Z!. The 
group G of automorphisms of X which acts identically on X is isomorphic to D2z 
and X” has two connected components, each of them isomorphic to the group 
U2z (see Fig. 1). 
Next, to define H’(G, X), choose a vertex x E X, and let Z’(G, 
of the functions ( 1-cocycles) c : G + &, s I+ c, satisfying 
(i) r(c,) = sx for all s E G, 
( 1 ii c,, = c, l SC,, for all s, pi E G, 
(iii) (a normalized condition) c I = 1,. 
The gnup n,(X, x) =x(x, x) acts from the left on the set Z’(G, X, x) accord- 
ing to the rule (a,), = a l c, l (~a)-‘. Let H ‘(G, X, x) be the set of orbits 
q(X, x)\Z*(G,X,x). For yE X, h Ex(x, y), the bijection Z’(G,X,x)+ 
Z’(G, X, y), C-(s- Ii-’ l c, = sh) induces a bijection H’(G, X, x)-, 
H’(G, X, v), which does not depend on the choice of h. Thus, as X is 
connected, the set H ‘(G, X) s H,(G, X, x) does not depend, up to a canonic 
bijection. on the choice of the vertex x. 
A sufficient condition for H’(G, X) to be nonempty is that H”(G, X) is 
nonempty. If so, to each connected component C of the groupoid Xc corresponds 
a privileged element cyc E H ‘(G, X, x), namely the q(X, x)-orbit of the I-cocycle 
St-d-' l sh for some (for all) arrow(s) h of X with o(h) in C and t(h) = x; the 
map Cwcu, is injective. Note that the condition above is not necessary for the 
nonemptiness of H’(G, X). Indeed, assuming that the connected groupoid X is a 
nonempty set, H ‘(G, X) is a singleton, though Xc may be empty. 
Remark 2.2. The set H ‘(G, X) may be empty. Such examples may be obtained as 
follows. Let X = gd(X, A), with X = (x, y}, a E Aut(A), 8 E A and a be the 
generator of s(X) z iU28. The automorphism of X associated as in Lemma 1.2 
to the triple (6, cy. CT) is an involution iff au(O) = 8 and a? is the inner automorph- 
ism UH K’aO. If so, consider the induced action of G s z/22 on X. Then 
H’(G, X) is the set of A-orbits of the set Z’(G, X) = {cE A: c&(c) = I} on 
which A acts according to the rule “C = ac&+)-‘8-‘. Now, take A to be the 
dihedral group L&,‘, n 2 2, with generators p, q and relations p’ = q7 = ( pq)“’ = 
1, let c 5 Aut(A) t,: defined by (Y(P) = q, a(q) = p, and let 8 = 8 ‘I = ( pq)li. 
xG: 1 0 
= a f3 0 1 
Fig. 1. 
Then a(0) = 8, (u’(a) = On8 = n for u E A. and hence (0, cy, U) defines an action of 
G z E/2h on X. One checks easily that Z’(G. X) is empty. 
Finally, to define H’(G. 1, choose x’ E X, set 71, = n, (X. x), and let 
&r,) = Aut(Q/Inn(?,) be the quotient of the automorphism group of 7rt by 
the normal subgroup of inner automorphisms. The action of G on X induces a 
G-kernel in 7rr, i.e., a homomorphism k, : G --j E(q.), as follows. Let C: C-KY,, 
s c-) c, be such that I@,) = sx and c, = I,K ; such a map ( 1-coc!~nirz) exists by 
connectedness. Define the maps f:G-,Aut(~,), s-f\ and g:G x G-, 7rK. 
i 7 4 H gs.,, bY f,(a) = c, l sa l c; ’ and gs.,, = cs l sc,, l c,,’ l As L ( f;,(a)) = 
g,,,, f,,,(a)&:,‘, for s, u E G, a E n, , f induces a G-kernel k, : G + E( 7r,. ), which 
does not depend oi; the par titular choice of c. Let H’(G, X, x) := H’(G. rr\-, k,) 
be the set of isomorphy classes of group extensions of G by ?, whose associated 
G-kernel is k,. One checks easily that H’(G, X) = H’(G, X, x) does not depend, 
up to a cmonic bijection. on the choice of the vertex x’. 
Lemma 2.3. H’(G. X) is nonempty, i.e., the G-kernel k, is extendible. 
Proof. A privileged element of H’(G, X, x) may be obtained as follows. Consider 
the group extension 
where the underlying set of G is the Cartesian product 7rY x G and the group law 
is given by 
(a, s)(b, u) = (af,(b)gs.,,, 4 = (a - c, - sb l SC,, l c.i,’ q4 - 
The neutral element of d is the pair (l,., l), while (a, s)-’ = ((s-l - c,)-’ l 
(s-‘a>-’ . cJ-ll, s-l ), p(a) = (a, 1) and v(a, s) = s. Note that the isomorphy class 
of the extension above does not depend on the particular choice of the I-cochain 
C. Note also that, given h E _X(x, y), the map 7~s x G* 71;. X G, 
(a, s) H @-‘ah, s) induces a bijection H’(G, X, x)-, H’(G, X, y) which does not 
depend on the choice of h, sending the privileged element of H’(G, X, x) into the 
privileged element of H’(G, X, y). Cl 
Remark 2.4. The G-kernel k, induces an action of G on the center C(n,) of n,. 
Via this action we may consider the ordinary cohomology group H’(G. C(Z-, )). It 
is well known [4] that HZ(G, X, x) : = H’(G, nx, k,) is a principal homogeneous 
space over H’(G, C@J), i.e., H’(G, C( ?J) acts on H7( G, X x) in a simple 
transitive way. The extension 6 of Lemma 2.3 splits iff the G-kernel k, is induced 
by an action of G on 7rx iff H ‘( G, X) is nonempty. In particulcir, this happens if X 
is a group. Thus 6 may bc regarded as a natural generalization of the semi-direct 
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product A M G for a G-group A. By virtue of Remark 2.2, there 
(G, X) for which the corresponding extension G does not split. 
exibt actions 
3. The universal cover of a group action on a connected groupoid 
The group actions on connected groupoids form a category ACG with morph- 
isms (G. X)+ (G’, X’) given by maps F: G LJ X--* G’ U _x” inducing by restric- 
tion a homomorphism G -+ G’ and a morphism of groupoids X+ X” which satisfy 
the compatibility condition F(sf) = r(s)iC(f) for s E G. f E X. Denote by AS the 
full subcategory of group actions of nonempty sets. 
A morphism F : (G, X) + (G’, X’) is said to be an e@ if the map F is mto. For 
(G. X) in A@G. :C E X, f E & denote by G,, G, the stabilizers in G of the vertex 
.I- and of the arrow J 
The following concept is basic in the study of the category ACG. 
Definition 3.1. The epi F: (G, X)-, (G’. X’) is a col’er if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) For all f, g Ex, if F(f) = F(g), then f= sg for some s E G. 
(ii) The epimorphism F : G 3 G’ is locally isomorphism, i.e., for each vertex 
x’ E X, the induced homomorphism c, : G, 3 G & is an isomorphism. 
The next lemma collects scme useful properties of covers. 
Lemma 3.2. Assrrnte F : (G‘, Xi)-, (G’, X’) is a cover. 
(i) The induced maps beta;een sets of orbits G\X-+ G’\X’, G\_X+ G’\_X’ 
are bijective. 
(ii) For x E X, f E&., if F(f) = lF(s,, then f = 1,. 
(iii) For each arrow f of X, the induced homomorphism Ff : Gf + G &, is an 
isomorph km. 
(iv) F : X+ X’ is locally bi jective, i.e., fcr each x E X, the induced map 
F‘ : _X, ---, _X, V) is bijective. 
(v) Clvei a morphism F’ : (G”, xl))- (G, X), Fo F’ is a cover iff F’ is a cover. 
(vi) If (G ‘. X’ ) belongs to AS, then F is an isomorphism . 
Proof. (i) immediate by Definition 3.1(i) since F is an epi. 
(ii) An obvious consequence of Definition 3.1(i) applied tc f and I,. 
(iii) Let f E&Y, y). As Gr C G.r, G&, C G&,,, we get the injectivity of 
F,-:G,-,G’ I;‘t f ) since F\ : G_V -+ 43 ;(_\-) is injective by Definition 3.ljii). Let u E 
Gkqf,. Then II = F(S) for some s E G, since l$ is onto by Definition 3.1 (ii). Thus 
f-‘asf E& and F(f%sf)= lp,,). 
onto. 
k . whence s E G, by (ii), concluding that Ff is 
(iv) Let J-. g E &-, be such that F( I-‘\ = F( 5). and tet \’ = r( f’). Thus f - *g E X, 
and k(f-‘g) = l,-,,,. whence f= g by (ii). i.e.. F‘ : y---+ x;, \ is injective. Let 
f’E&,,,. As F is an epi. there exist _Y E X and .fE & Such that Ff f) -=S’. 
whence F(x) = F(y). By virtue if L‘ :!Wion U(i). s = sy for some J” E G. Thus 
F(s) E G&,, and hence F(s) = F(u) for some IC E G,. by Definition S.l(ii). 
Consequently. rr-‘sfE_X, and F(zc-‘sf) - F(f) ==f’. i.e.. F’ is ormto. 
(v) Assuming that F pnd FQ F’ are covers. we have to show that F’ LC a CWX. 
Obviously. it suffices to show that F’ is all epi. Choose .I-” X”, and let \ = F’p”). 
x’ = F(x). According to (iv), the maps F” 2, --, ATi. and j.Fo F’)‘“._X:‘..--& are 
bijective. whence the map F“” :X.y ..---) &, ia bijective too. Given an arrow f of X. 
choose some h E&(x. o( I’)); such an WOW 12 exists since X is connected. Let jr”. 
g” E _X.r.. be such that F’(h”) = 12, F’( g”) = 12J Then F’(I2”- ‘g”) = f. i.e . the map 
F’ : Xa+ X is onto, so it remains to show that the homomorphism F’ : 2’--+ G is 
surjective. Given s E G, there exists y E X” such that F’(y) = sx. since the map 
F’ : X”- X is onto as we have already shown. As i;o h IS ti cover and Ft,F’( J )j = 
F(s)x’, it follows by (i) that y = s”.Y” for some s” E G”. Consequently. s - ‘J;‘(s”) E 
G,, whence s- ‘F’(s”) = F’(u) for some 11 E Cl;..., since the homomorphisms 
F’K : G\ + G-t., and (Fo F’),.. : G[:.. - C i.. arc isomorphisms by Definition 3.1( ii). 
Thus s = F’(s”zC’), concluding that F’ : G”-) G is onto. 
The opposite implication is triviai. 
iv!! As F is an epi, it remains to check the injectivity of the maps X--, X’. 
X--,X’ = X’ x X’, G-, G’. Let x’, )’ E X be such that F(s) = F(y). Skce X is 
connected, there exists f E _X(s, y). We get F(f) = (F(s). F(y)) = it.(,). dmm 
f = 1, by (ii), i.e., x = y, concluding that the map X* X’ is injective. The 
injectivity of the map x ---,X’ is now immediate by (iv). Finally. let s E G be such 
that F(s) = 1. Choosing some x E X, F(n) = F(.I-) implies ss = Y, whence s = 1 by 
Definition 3.l(ii). i.e.. G-, G’ is injective. Cl 
Definition 3.3. The cover k: (G, %)+ (G, X) is universal if for each cover 
F’:(G’,X’)*(G,X) there is a cover (not necessarily unique) 
F:(&%)--,(G’,X’) such that F’oF= k 
The next lemma is a basic ingredient in the proof of the main resuit below. 
Lemma 3.4. Let k(6, j;;j + (G. X) be a cover srrcl2 tlzat (6 k) belor2gs to AS. 
The12 k is a universal cover. 
Proof. Let F’: (G’, X’)+ (G, X) be a cover. By Lemma 3.2(v). it suffices to 
construct a morphism F:(& @+(G’. X’) such that PO F = k 
Fix a vertex x,, E X. As the map F’ : X’* X is onto. we may choose xl, E X’ 
such that F’(x:,) = 6’(qj). Given x E 2. there exists, by Lemma 3.2(iv). a unique 
arrow h E X’. such th;;t t;‘@.,) is the image &,,. _xj through / of the unique 
arrcw in &:‘I x). Setting F(x) = tfh, ), F(x, y) = Ir,‘l2, for _t’. J’ E X. Nrve get a 
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morphism of groupoids F: % +X’, which is the unique one subject to F’o F = 
k&X and F(q) = A$. 
Given s E G, let us show that there exists a unique II E G’ such that F’(u) = 
p(s) and F(U) = uF(x) for all x E 2. Fix for a moment some x E 2. Since 
F’ : (3’ -+ G is onto, there is p E G’ such that F’(p) = g(s), whence F’( pF(x)) = 
&x) = F’(F(sx)). As F’ is a cover, there is a 4 E G’ such that qpF(x) = F(n), 
whence F’(q) E GQ,,,. By Definition 3.l(ii), there exists r E G;;(,,, such that 
F’(r) = F’(q). Setting u = r-‘qp, we get F’(u) = p(s) and F(m) = uF(x). Let now 
y E 2 and u’ E G’ be such that F’(d) = b(s) and &sy) = u’F(y). We have to 
show that u = u’. Consider the arrows F(.u, y) E x’(F(x), F(y)) and 
u-‘Ffsx, sy) EX’(F(x), u-*u’F(y)). Since the arrows above have the common 
origin F(x), and F’(F(x. y)) = k(x. y) = F’( u-~F(sx, sy)), it follows, by Lemma 
3.2(iv), that F(x, y) = z.?F(sx, sy), whence u-‘u’ E GX,,. -As F’(u%‘) = 1, we 
get u = u’, by Definition 3.l(ii). 
Thus we get a map F: fi+ G’, which is the unique one subject to F' 0 F = 
k 6+ G and F(s(x, y)) = F(s) F(x, y) for all s E G, (x, y) E 2 x 2. The unicity 
of the map above implies also that it is a homomorphism. Thus we succeeded in 
constructing a morphism F : (6, X) 3 (G’, X’), which is the unique one subject to 
F’o F = p and F(x,,) = xi. U 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.5. Given a group G acting on a connected groupoid X, there exists a 
universal cover k (G, X)-* (G, X). (G, X) belongs t3 AS and E is unique up to a 
(not necessarily unique) isomorphism. 
Proof. Choose some vertex x E X and some map c : G-, &. s 14 c, such that 
t(c,) = sx and c‘, = 1,. Let G be the group defined in the proof of Lemma 2.3, and 
X be the connected groupoid canonically associated to the nonempty set &. The 
group G acts on 8 according to the rule (a, s)f = a - c, l sf for (a, s) E G, f E &. 
Thus (G, X) belongs to AS. Consider the morphism F: (6, X)* (G, X), where 
the homomorphism 6 3 G is the canonic projection (a, s) I+ s, and the morphism 
of groupoids X+ X is given by p(f) = t(f), p( f, g) = f -‘g for f, g E &. One 
checks easily that p is a cover. As (G, X) belongs to AS, the cover P is universal 
by virtue of Lemma 3.4. The up to isomorphism unicity of E is immediate by 
Lemma 3.2(vi). Cl 
The tohawing version of Theorem 3.5 is a proper universality property. 
Theorem 3.6. Given (G, X) in ACG and a vertex x E X, there exist (6, X) in AS, 
a vertex G E 2 and a cover k (6, X)+ (G, X) with k(.?) = x satisfying the 
following universality property : 
For each cover F’ : (G’, ‘)+(G, X) and for each vertex Y’ E X’ such that 
F’(Y) = x, there exists a unique cover F: (6, g)-+ (G’. X’) such that F’o F = g 
and F(i) = x’. 
proof. immediate by Theorem 3.5 and the proof of Lemma 3.4. q 
4. A combinatorial description of the universal cover 
This section is devoted to an alternative description, in terms of generators and 
relations, of the group G associated as in Theorem 3.5 to a group G acting on a 
connected groupoid X. 
First we need the following version of the concept of graph of groups 
introduced in 13, Chapter 1, Section 4, Definition 81. 
Definition 4.1. By a graph of groups (with a single vertex) we understand a system 
consisting of a nonempty set E, a privileged element e E E, a map E --) E, f-x a 
family of groups H = ()Jr)(EE, a family of isomorphisms w = (of : H, * H&E 
and a fgmily 8 = (0)f)fEE, where Of E H,-, such that 
(i) f=ffor all fE E, and 4= e, 
(ii) I+ is a subgroup of H : = HP for all f E E, 
(iii) O+ 0 wr is the inner automorphism of H, : s E Hf H 6; ‘se,, and u&) = t+, 
(iv) o, is the identical automorphism of H, and 06, = 1, 
(v) Of = 1 provided f # f 
Given a graph of groups (E, H, O, O), let i? be the set of triples (f, p, A), where 
fE E, p is a coset in HIHf and h:p + H is a map which is compatible with the 
isomorphism of, i.e., A( ps) = A( p)cf+(s) for p E p, s E I+; in particular, h is 
injective and completely determined by its value in some p E p. The map 
Hx E x H-, g, (s, f, t)+ f, sHr, so 1-l) identifies l? with the quotient of 
H x E x H with respect to the equivalence relation give? by (s,mf, t) - (p, g, q) if 
f = g/p E Hr and w,(s-‘p) = tq-‘. The maps E+_E, f H f = (f, Hf, 0~) and 
H+ E, s*?=(e, H, l-s-*) are injective, and z= 1. 
Definition 4.2. By a group-like graph of groups we understand a graph of groups 
(E, H, o,e) together with a map a:ExHxE-+E, A +A:= 
(&(A), p(A), A,) such that 
(i) a@, s, f) = (f, SHY, s H I), 
(ii) a( f. s, e) = (f, Hf, 1 -s-l), 
(iii) a( f, 1, f) = i$-, 
(iv) a(D) = (E(C), up(C), up I-+ A,(u)-‘A,( p)) for A = (f, s, g)* B = ( g9 tq h). 
u E p(A), v E p(B), C = (e(A), A/,(u)% h), D = (fv sv, F(B)). 
Lemma 4.3. Let (E, U, 8, cx) be a group-like graph sf grc:+x, A = ( f. s, g). 
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B=(f.w,(n)sb,g)EEx Hx E, aE1Cif. bEH,. Then 
dB) = (4% w(A). ap ++ w,(b)-‘A,J p)) . 
Proof. Let A’ = (f, wf(a), e), B’ = (e, s, g). By Definition 4.2(i) and (ii), 
a(A’) = (f, I+ a- 1) and a(B’) = (g, SHY, sb H w,(B)), whence the claim by 
Definition 4.2(iv) applied to A’, B’, a E p( A’), sb E p( B’). Cl 
Thus E( f, s, g) depends only on f, g and the double coset HPH~, while 
p( f, s, g) depends only on f, g and the coset SHY. 
The name group-like graph of groups is justified by the next statement. 
Proposition 4.4. (i) Given a group-like graph of groups E = (E, I-I, w, 0, (Y). the 
set l? has a catwrzic groupstructure, and 6 = (F: s E H) z H is a subgroup of l!?. 
(ii) C.rZoose some pSq E p(A) for each A C E x H x E and let ).)A = A&I,) ‘. 
We may asslime that pd4 -= A’, = 1 for A = (e, ! . e). The rnup 3 U E + E, s E 
H I+ ?, f E E -f extends to an epimorphism from t.&e free product of H and the 
free group generated by the set E orzto the group i. whose kenrel is the rzormal 
subgroup get;erurc -+-d by the elements pd4 E(A) hag- ‘s’f - ’ for all A = ( f, s, g) E 
E x H x E. The kernel above does not depend or1 the choice of the pAIS. 
Proof. (i) For each A E E x H x E choose pA E p(A). and set Aa = A,&#. 
Define a binary operation on II x E x H according to the rule 
(s, f. t)o( p. g, q) = (spA, E(A), A’,q), where A = (f, tp, g). By virtue of Lemma 
4.3, the operation above induces a composition law on ,@ which does not depend 
on the choice of the representatives pA. With respect to this composition law, 
g= i is the neutral element, by Definition 4.2(i) and (ii), and each (f, p, A) E ,!? 
has an inverse (E A(p), A(p) *p6$ by Definition 4.2(iii). The associativity of 
the composition law is obvious by Definition 4.2(iv). Note also that I? s ,H is a 
subgroup of i, by Definition 4.2(i). 
(ii) This is immediate. El 
Remark 4.5. Defining in a suitable way the morphisms between group-like graphs 
of grtsups, the correspondence E- (k, G) extends to an equivalence from the 
category of group-like graphs of groups into the category of pairs (G, H) 
consrsting of a group G and a subgroup H of G, with naturally-defined qor- 
phisms. 
Let now G be a group acting on a connected groupoid X, and x be a vertex of 
X. To G, X, x we may assign a group-like graph of groups as follows. The 
stabihzer G, of the vertex x acts canonically from the left of the set 
UsE(; _X(x. SX). Denote by E the set of G,-orbits of the set above, define the map 
E+ E, f wf by G,h = G,_.s-~Jz-~ for h E~(x, xx), and let e = G, l 1, = {l,> E E. 
Clearly, f= f for all f E E, and 4 = 4. Choose a section j of the projection map 
u.,c<; &(x9 + 3E and a map ~:E-+Gsuch thatj(f)-‘=c(f)j(f) forfEE: 
in particular, f( j( f)) = a( f)x-. We may assume that o(e) = 1 and c(f) = Gus’ 
provided f # $ For f E E, let Hf be the stabilizer G,(/, of the arrow j(f). Thus 
H := H, = G,, Hf is a subgroup of H, and Hi = U( f)-‘H&f). Define the 
isomorphism wf : If,-+ I+ by a+(s) = t~( f)-‘sa( f), and let 6,. = U( f)~(f) E H,. 
Thus the pair ( j, (T) determines a graph of groups (E, W, w. 6). To extend it to a 
group-like graph of groups, it remains to define a suitable map cy : E x H x 
E+ i. Given A = (f, s, g) E E x H X E. let E(A) be the H-orbit of the compo- 
site arrow j(f) l cp( f)sj( g) E x( x, a( f)w( g)x). Consequently, the set ( p E 
H: jf* a(f)sj( g) = IV@(A))) is a coset p(A) E H/H,,,, and the map 
A,:p(A)-+H, pw(g)-‘s-‘a(f)-‘pa(~(A)) is compatible with the isomorph- 
ism w,(~), whence c&4) := (F(A). p(A), h,) E E. It follows by a routine verifica- 
tion that the system E(G, X; x, j. a) = (E, H, w, 0, a) is a group-like graph of 
groups. 
On the other hand, let c: G 3 &.. s 1--) c, be a map such that QJ = S-Y and 
Cl = I,, and G be the group extension of G by 7r7T! (X, s) as defined in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. We construct an isomorphism from the group E associated to 
E(G, X; x, j, a) onto the group G as foilows. Define a map F: H U E* 6 by 
F(s) = (cl ’ 7 s) for s E H = G,, F(f) = (j(f)* c,$,, a(f)) for f E E. Obviously. 
F(sr) = F(s)F(t) for s, f E H. Moreover, for A = ( f, s, g) E E X H X E. P..~ E 
p(A), A\ = A,(p,)-! we get 
whence the map i? extends to a homomorphism F : i + d by virtue of Proposition 
4.4(ii). It remains to check that I; is an isomorphism. 
By Proposition 4.4, each element of E can be written as a product j?fg with 
p, 4 E H, f E E. Assuming j?‘$$ Ker F, we get F( $4) = F( p)F(f)F( 4) = 
b.iCf > l c&.,~,~ P a(f)@=(l,,l), whencef=e, (I=$. i.e.. j$j= 1, conclud- 
ing that F is injective. Next, let (a, s) .- c G and set .f = Hat, E E. Thus ac, = pj( f) 
forsomepEH. Assx=t(ac,)=f(pj(f))=P~(f)X,wegetq:=(T(f)-’p-’sEii 
and E( $i) = E’( p)F( f)f( 4) = (a, s), whence the surjectivity of F. 
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